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Klasko Immigration Law Partners Announces Immigration Evaluation Quiz for Individuals Seeking 

U.S. Immigration Advice 

 

Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP, home to some of the world’s leading investment immigration 

attorneys, is pleased to offer immigration evaluation services for individuals wishing to immigrate to the United 

States and seeking alternatives to the EB-5 investment visa. 

 

This evaluation service is especially beneficial for foreign nationals who don’t have a clear path to immigrating 

to the United States and need to evaluate their options.  

 

Weighing U.S. immigration options is a complicated and frustrating process, especially without a full 

understanding of U.S. immigration law. The experienced attorneys at Klasko Immigration Law Partners have 

the creativity and ingenuity that is required during these challenging times to determine the best immigration 

option for each individual. The innovative and creative solutions produced by the firm have helped Klasko 

Immigration Law Partners grow into one of the largest immigration law firms in the world. 

 

When considering alternatives to an EB-5 investment, some options may include the EB-1C Multinational 

Manager, EB-1A Extraordinary Ability, or the E-2 visa paired with a third-country’s citizenship-by-investment 

program. Klasko has attorneys who specialize in each of these visa options and has refined processes that 

contribute to a foreign national’s successful immigration strategy. By completing the immigration evaluation 

quiz, a foreign national will get an experienced Klasko attorney to thoroughly assess each individual’s specific 

qualifications and goals to determine which option is the best fit for potential success. 

   

Klasko Law’s comprehensive immigration evaluation service includes a complimentary 15-minute phone 

consultation, formal advice on the best immigration option, as well as a quote on legal fees should a foreign 

national wish to pursue the recommended option. The foreign national will also receive counsel on when to 

start the immigration process, the risks involved, and the chances of success. 

 

To take advantage of the immigration evaluation services provided by Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP 

and its team of leading employment-based immigration attorneys, with dedicated teams of EB-1 lawyers and 

investment immigration lawyers, take the Immigration Evaluation Quiz today. 

 

About Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP: 

Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP has offices in Philadelphia and New York, and provides top-tier legal 

services to EB-5 investors, regional centers, and developers. Its EB-5 team is one of the largest and most 

respected in the country, and its Compliance team is the first of its kind. The firm has been selected as one of 

the top 6 business immigration law firms in the United States by the prestigious Chambers Global: The World's 

Leading Lawyers for Business (Chambers and Partners) for the past ten years. The firm serves as the North 

American Regional Representative of the Investment Migration Council, the worldwide association of investor 

immigration and citizenship-by-investment. For more information, please see www.klaskolaw.com. 

https://www.klaskolaw.com/immigration-evaluation-quiz/

